SCARED TO DEATH
Revelation 6:12-17
(Series #17)

The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning and deeper understanding of spiritual
truths presented in the sermon “Scared To Death”. All of the questions are answered as the sermon is
presented. We hope that it will be a catalyst to spiritual growth in your life.
1. What saying do we use today that is simply a figure of speech, but will one day no longer be a figure of
speech?
2. We are told about that time period in what passage of the Bible?
3. Revelation 6:12-17 describe for us the events that will take place when Christ opens which seal?
4. In chapter 5 Jesus Christ is called a what?
5. In his vision, when John turned to look at Jesus he saw him not as a Lion but as a what?
6. Each of the seals opened by the Lord contains what?
7. Seal number one was the release of who upon the world scene?
8. What happens with the second seal being opened?
9. The third seal is what?
10. What seal brings about death by the sword, plague, hunger, and by beasts of the earth?
11. The fifth seal is the assurance of what from the hand of the Almighty God?
12. The sixth seal is the devastating break-up of what?
13. The “earth-dwellers” will realize that they are under the judgment of God so how will they react?
14. This time of God’s wrath is often referred to in Scripture as what?
15. What do Isaiah 2:12,19-21; Isaiah 13:6-11; Jeremiah 30:4-7; Joel 2:1-11, 30-31; and Zephaniah 1:14-18
all refer to?
16. In I Thessalonians 5:1, the phrase “but concerning” or “now as to” indicates what?
17. What is the phrase, “times and seasons” used in Daniel 2 and Acts 1 used to refer to?
18. The word “times” has the idea of what?
19. The word “seasons” has the idea of what?

20. Fill in the blanks: “Some of the chronological times that make up the end are the seven year seventieth
week of __________________ 9, the 3.5 year great ________________________ period, the extra
__________________ days after the seventieth week spoken of in Daniel ____, then the extra 45 days on
top of that spoken of in Daniel _____, then the _____________ year kingdom.”
21. What are some of the epochs and events that make up the end time?
22. What will the world experience a brief respite of before the Day of the Lord hits in full fury?
23. What seal shatters the false peace upon the earth?
24. Who is missing from the experience described in I Thessalonians 5:2-3?
25. Who won’t be here to experience the wrath of God?
26. The phrase “they shall not escape” is a strong expression in Greek to emphasize the fact that trying to
get away will be what?
27. In Revelation 6:12, the word “earthquake” is literally what word?
28. What is God going to shake?
29. What does John say will happen to the sun at this point in time?
30. The other two times that the world experienced thick, pitch-black darkness were also times of what?
31. John tells us that the moon will become like what?
32. In Revelation 6:13 what will happen with the “stars” (celestial bodies)?

33. What happens to the heavens according to verse 14?

34. What happens to every mountain and island?

35. According to verse 15 what does every person try to find?

36. The people will be so illogical from fear that they will begin to pray to the mountains and rocks and ask
them to do what?

37. Why does it sound ironic to refer to the “wrath of the Lamb?”

38. What are the three reasons why people didn’t recognize the wrath of God before this?

a. F___________ P_______________ will give convincing explanations to explain what is
happening.
b. The B_____________ and the P_____________________ will deceive many with their signs and
wonders.
c. God will turn the people over to the delusions because of their love of _____________
39. Will the people repent at this point?
40. Who is able to stand (question of verse 17)?
41. Have you availed yourself of the grace of God or are you heading for the fierce wrath of God and of the
Lamb?

For The Next Study In Revelation:
1) Read through Revelation 1:1-6:17 one time.
2) Read Revelation 7:1-8 each day this week and make a note of what is described in this passage.
3) If you have been with us for the whole study on Revelation, take some time and jot down a general
outline of the book and note some of the things that we have learned.

